McKinney Contest Deadline Monday

The deadline for submitting papers for the McKinney Prize contest expires Monday, May 16. All entries must reach Prof. MacMillan in 212 Dalby Hall by that date.

To enter, your essay must be approximately 1,200 words in length, and must be typed and double spaced. For additional information, contact Prof. MacMillan.

Yale Labs Offer Bow Full Time and Summer Jobs

Representatives of the California Navy Laboratories will visit the campus to discuss engineering and scientific opportunities in the Navy as permanent and temporary positions for engineers. In addition, students will have a chance to discuss career possibilities in the shipyard or other engineering or scientific work at one of the laboratories.

There will be a meeting Monday, May 13 at 3:00 p.m. in Kirkwood and interview sessions will be held Tuesday, May 14. All male and female students interested in considering engineering or scientific career possibilities in the Navy should attend the meeting and make plans accordingly.

Kodak Vice President Meets Completees Haynes Lectures

Dr. C. E. H. Mees, vice-president in charge of research at Eastman Kodak Company, has completed a series of talks at Caltech.

In these talks, sponsored by the Haynes Foundation, a Los Angeles society designed to attract outstanding scientists and researchers from Los Angeles, Dr. Mees has been discussing the problems of beginning scientists.
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Pedestrian Tag

The traffic problem at the entrance to Tournament park, which has long been a subject for much discussion and no solution, is becoming more critical year by year. It seems obvious that some system of traffic control here is a necessity in order to keep the safety of hundreds of both students and the public who daily use this crosswalk.

Dangers of Traffic

During the rush hours when the crosswalk is most used, California street is choked with traffic, heavy at all times and worst during the racing season, and one is taking his life when crossing the street. Several possibilities present themselves for traffic control of this point. The simplest and most effective would be a traffic signal, synchronized with the ones on California at Wilcox and Hill streets, so that pedestrians using the crosswalk and cars using the park gate need not battle opposing traffic.

When a man came along, it was found that the crossing was not used sufficiently, in spite of his five and one-half hour count South's bus is too weak to open for two since it has less than count of tens. A one-trump opener is necessary to weak to bid, where a bid South to less than four and one-half ball count as far as his partner is concerned. The consideration bid is to bid his double club suit in order to make trump as easy as possible for his partner to reply. The jump to have no trump after partner's response is ideal, since it describes perfectly his hand to his partner, a minimum of five hearts and no five card suit. Nearly exaggerated response is needed.

In spite of his five and one-half hour count South's bus is too weak to open for two since it has less than count of tens. A one-trump opener is necessary to weak to bid, where a bid South to less than four and one-half ball count as far as his partner is concerned. The consideration bid is to bid his double club suit in order to make trump as easy as possible for his partner to reply. The jump to have no trump after partner's response is ideal, since it describes perfectly his hand to his partner, a minimum of five hearts and no five card suit. Nearly exaggerated response is needed.

Wait Me To Be Killed First

In high time of the Texas game, after the part school officials, and send a committee to demand of the city the right to build a traffic circle and a traffic signal is immediately at the entrance to Tournament Park. Let us not wait for some unfortunate student to die for the cause, and prove its necessity.

Epilo

The teacher's car was eaten by the wind that blew her on. When a man came along, and failed I am sure, you expected this line to be written.

JEWELER

American and Swiss Watches
Atkin's Jewelry Store
BING'S JEWELRY STORE
885 E. Colorado St.
SY 3-1853

Your Nearest Camera Shop
ALVIN'S PHOTO SHOP
Everything for the Photographer
SPECIAL THIS WEEK
CONTINENTAL CAMERAS
914 East California

THE MEETING POINT

WHEN YOU ARE HUNGRY
WHEN YOU ARE THIRSTY
WHEN YOU JUST NEED RELAXATION
SKIP INN
1525 E. WALNUT
Open Till 2 A.M.

YOUR COLLEGE RECORD SHOP
Headquarters for the best selections in
RECORDS - RADIO - TELEVISION
L. C. TAYLOR CO.
145 N. Lake
Sp. 2-S107
Open Evenings

You can not there when you are eating

CAMPUS BREWS
L.S.M-F. LUCKY STRIKE MEANS FINE TOBACCO

On Laundry Day

LOOK FOR ONE OF THESE MEN

Ricketts, Eastering, Cunningham, Vogel Fleming—John Marion, Al Pittner —Ken Lunen
Hu Is Our Representative in Your House
Speedway Laundry
EXPERT LAUNDRY SERVICE

YOUR COLLEGE SHOP—DRESS W.E.K.
—SHOE WAREHOUSE—CLOTHES
981 E. Colorado at Lake

"Men's Distinctive Fashions"

Wanted: Seamstresses or Sewing Machine Operators

CAMPUS BARBER SHOP
In Old Dorm
LAUNDRY & DRY CLEANING

Lucky Strike Better

than any other cigarette!

Lucks taste better

than any other cigarette!

Fine tobacco—and only fine tobacco—can give you the perfect mildness and rich taste that make a cigarette come in hand. Lucky Strike gives you the good things that are worth smoking. So if you’re not happy with your present brand (and a 38-city survey shows that millions are not), switch to Lucky Strike. You’ll find it a good cigarette. Better than any other. Be Happy—Go Lucky today!
Oxy Trackmen Win; Poet Meet Coming

This week Colgate hopes to take one in track. Whittier's team visits Tournament Park Saturday afternoon. Whittier has shown no impressive amount of strength, and a Colgate team that is finally in shape might send them home without the laurels.

More Missing

Oxy's John Barrows didn't make the meet Saturday, and Bob McMillan didn't run his specialty, the distance, but Oxy didn't seem to notice the difference as they rolled over Caltech 116-15 in a track meet held here last Saturday afternoon. Oxy captured all the first places in the meet, and all last three.

Tennis Goes High

Poet Colgate performance was turned in by Joe Taus, who grabbed second with a nice 12 ft. in, 50 sec. vault, six inches over his previous best. Other than this the Oxy team still showed the results of the lay-off over vacation. Bob Parmer led in the half until the final stretch, but just couldn't keep up the pace, winding up with a third place, and Taus had the other second Beaver.

One meet record was tied and one broken. A mile relay team of Corder, Butler, Rappeport and (Continued on Page 6)

Beaver Sports

Tennis Meet Oxy Saturday

The first round of conference tennis matches ends this Saturday, with Tech journeying to Oxy, match time 3 p.m. The meet Redlands and Pomona appear to be the strong teams at the conference.

No Winners

The Beaver racket aviators were not given much encouragement in the match with Redlands played last Saturday; Redlands made a clean sweep, ending the match 9-0. The greatest resistance came from Burks Welsh, playing fifth singles and the first and third doubles.

Practice Match

The Leopard, match, which was expected to be played last Wednesday, has been canceled twice now on account of rain. It is not certain to what date it will be postponed. The racketeers are scheduled in most U. S. A. in practices this week, on Monday and Tuesday the Tech men visited Manhattan.

Enjoying a good day at the plate were Byrnes, with three, with two hits in three times at bat. Bob Bullard is also to be commended for his stellar pitching.

Swimmers, Thieves

At Redlands, the swim meet lost by a score of 65 Beaver. The winners were Krieger and Johnson in singles. The same men teamed to win third doubles. The team almost brought home a holding slate for the Beavers. The final score for the meet favoring the Beavers, Caltech 35. It was decided only in the final relay won by one team.

At Tournament Park, Oxy's superior trackers overcome a score too fast for beavers. The effort of our men were above their average, but the score was high enough to make the current winning streak.

Weekend the track team enters entertaining.

Beavers Chalk Up Conference Win

Batmen Beat Redlands 6-5 In Ten Innings; Karasawa Big Stick

Fresh from a conference win over Redlands the Beaver baseball team goes in next week. Saturday finds Chap- man visiting (game two), while Monday and Tuesday the base ballers play their regular schedule Glendora I. C. and Pasadena State-

More People Smoke Cigarettes than any other cigarette

He might be the merry-andrew of the marshlands, but lately he's been downhearted about these trick cigarette mildness tests. Never one to doubt facts, he holds nothing much can be proved by a sniff of one brand or a quick puff from another. Snap judgments can't take the place of proper daily smoking. That's why so many smokers are turning to...

The sensible test... the 30-Day Camel Mildness Test, which simply asks you to try Camel's as a steady smoke — on a pack after pack, after day basis. No map judgments needed. After you've enjoyed Camels — and only Camels — for 30 days in your "I-Zone" (T For Thrust, T For Taste), we believe you'll know why...

New Parker "2"!

only $5.00

Meet your perfect classmate!

Precision-built by the makers of the famous New Parker "51". Smart style, better-writing features seldom offered at even twice the price.

For fast, easy filling — a special feature. Yes, you can fill as easily as you fill your pen and your usual ink cartridges. You can fill from a bottle. Use it at your nearby filling station.

"I may be a clown — but I'm no fool!"

"But writer's isn't it?" "Isn't my "21" fine?"

More People Smoke Cigarettes than any other cigarette

New Parker "21" precision-built filling and a quick refill. No more messy, time-consuming ink cartridges. No more wasted time. No more messy,不必担心。
We complichi ng the double-squeeze, drop a heart or make the spade. We states squeezed since it must discard his use less diamond and takes the last three tricks, two good. Ace, king, of dummy's clubs have been dropping a heart from dummy.

Then he plays the club ace and of diamonds win the first declarer makes three heart turns to hand with a king club essential to set up the squeeze. It necessary to set up the squeeze play is that of the remaining tricks but one.
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(Conlinued from Page 2) Next week's barn dance will
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Union Oil 1950 profits
8% of total sales

In 1950 Union Oil Company took in $1374 million from the sale of its products, and $38,095 million went right back out in payment for raw materials.

16% for Wages and Salaries

$25 million went out to 7,000 employees in wages and benefits.

17% for Supplies, Fuel, and Transportation

$37 million went for supplies, fuel, tools, utility bills and other costs of doing business.

12% for Depreciation and Depreciation

$82 million went for depreciation—new oil to replace the old.

6% for Taxes; 1% for Interest

$102 million for taxes and 1% on borrowed money amounted to $124 million.

5% for Dividends

This left a net profit of $114 million. ($511 million of this profit was paid out to California's 81,000 preferred and common stockholders. Payments averaged $52 per common stockholder.

Manufacturers of Royal Triton, the amazing purple motor oil.

Thursday, April 12, 1951

Before we all rush madly over to Europe for the Olympics, let's take time out and watch the Tech swimming team when the Oasis meet rolls around on April 20.

OXY TRACK MAN

(Continued from Page 2) McKibben took the event for Oxy in the 100 yard time of 53.88, a record, while Oxy's Walt McKibben tied the record of 23.4 in the 200 yard dash.

Union Oil Company of California

INCORPORATED IN CALIFORNIA, OCTOBER 17, 1889

This series, sponsored by the people of Union Oil Company, is dedicated to a discussion of how and why American business functions. We will offer you a frank appraisal of the problems Union Oil Company, Union Oil Ref., Los Angeles 17, Calif.